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Abstract 
Sopena, E., Hypermap rewriting: a combinatorial approach, Theoretical Computer Science 85 
(1991) 253-281. 
Combinatorial hypermaps may be viewed as topological representations of hypergraphs. In this 
paper, we introduce a hypermap rewriting model based on a purely combinatorial formulation of 
the rewriting mechanism. We illustrate this model by providing a hypermap grammar which 
generates the set of all connected planar maps. We also investigate a special kind of hypermap 
grammars, the H-grammars, for which we give a pumping theorem enlightening the combinatorial 
structure of the generated hypermap languages. Finally, we give some decidability results concerning 
hypermap grammars and H-grammars. 
0. Introduction 
The appearance of graph grammars in the early 1970s was essentially motivated by 
practical concerns in picture processing (recognition of chromosomes or manuscript 
letters). They were influenced by many application areas such as databases, compiling 
techniques, abstract data types, distributed systems or the development of biological 
cells and vegetal tissues (for an overview see e.g. [S, 10, 111). The diversity of 
applicability domains of such grammars gives rise to the definition of many graph 
grammar models which deal with rather different kinds of problems. Theoretical 
research essentially attempts to retrieve the main results from formal language theory. 
Some models now possess a well-developed mathematical theory, such as the alge- 
braic approach of Ehrig [9] or the NLC (node-label controlled) approach of Janssens 
et al. [14, 15-J. 
*This work has been partly supported by the Esprit Project BRA-3299, “Computing with Graph 
Transformations”. 
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Most models of graph grammars are based on a graph, or a subgraph, rewriting 
operation and the iteration of such a process. Due to the very structure of graphs, the 
rewriting mechanism, and especially, the “embedding” operation, is presented in 
a more complex, and sometimes less rigorous way (usually as an algorithmic specifica- 
tion) than in formal language theory. The structure of the replaced subgraph and the 
embedding operation are actually the main criteria with respect to which the various 
approaches of graph grammars differ. The recent results of Bauderon and Courcelle 
[2] provide a simplification of the graph rewriting mechanism, based on a representa- 
tion of graphs by algebraic expressions. 
One must point out that, in addition to problems emerging from formal language 
theory (classification of graph languages, properties of derivation sequences, decid- 
ability problems), the graph grammar theorist deals with many problems related to the 
structure of generated graphs (planar graphs, hamiltonian graphs, connected graphs, etc.). 
Representation of graphs on surfaces plays a prominent role in graph theory. 
Topological maps have been studied by many authors (see e.g. [6, 16, 266281) who 
were essentially concerned with planar maps. Similarly, the few existing models of 
map rewriting [19, 21, 223 deal with planar maps only. 
In this paper, we attempt to fill this gap by defining a map-, or more generally, 
a hypermap-generating system based on a combinatorial representation introduced 
by Edmonds [S]. This combinatorial representation of maps has proven to be 
a suitable tool for the modelling of plants and vegetal tissues and a description of their 
evolution [ 191. 
Combinatorial maps (hypermaps) may be viewed as topological representations 
of graphs (hypergraphs), and are defined by a pair (a,~) of permutations acting 
on a finite set of darts [6]: darts represent couples made of a vertex and an incident 
edge; permutation 0 (CL) gives an order to the edges (vertices) incident to a given 
vertex (edge). 
Figure 1 shows two classical representations of the complete graph K4 and the two 
associated combinatorial maps (vertices are drawn as double circles). These two 
graphical representations differ only in the drawing of the edge BD: we obtain one 
representation from the other by reordering the edges incident to vertices B and D. 
When using combinatorial maps, this ordering is handled by the permutation 0: in the 
nonplanar representation of K4, vertex B is given by the a-cycle (10, 11, 12) and in the 
planar one, by (10, 12, 11). 
This concept of combinatorial map has been extended by allowing permutation 2 to 
have cycles of any length (this corresponds to the generalization of edges to hy- 
peredges). Hence, we obtain combinatorial hypermaps which can be viewed in the 
same way as topological representations of hypergraphs. 
To define a generating device for such objects, we introduce a rewriting operation 
which consists in replacing some subhypermap of a given hypermap by a new 
hypermap and connecting it to the initial one. One of the main interests of this model 
lies in the homogeneity of the rewriting mechanism, expressed in a strictly combina- 
torial way, as a product of permutations. 
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Fig. 1 
In the first section we introduce the main objects of our proposal - hypermaps and 
hypergraphs - and point out the links between them by notions of representation of 
hypergraphs and underlying hypergraph of a given hypermap. 
The second section is devoted to the definition of the hypermap rewriting model. 
A production p is made of a pair (L, R) of labelled hypermaps. A labelled hypermap 
H can then be rewritten by application of production p in three steps: localize an 
occurrence pL of the left-hand side L in H, isolate each dart of occurrence pL and then 
glue them together using the “scheme” given by the right-hand side R (this step may 
create new darts). The resulting hypermap is expressed as a combinatorial product of 
the form (RapL-'OH. 
In the third section we illustrate these definitions by providing a hypermap gram- 
mar which generates the set of all connected planar maps. The following section deals 
with a special kind of hypermap grammars: the H-grammars. Each production 
realizes the rewriting of a full hyperedge. We show that these grammars may be 
considered as context-free hypermap grammars and provide a pumping theorem for 
them. Hyperedge rewriting seems to be a powerful tool to generate hypergraphs (or 
hypermaps) and has been used, namely, by Bauderon and Courcelle [2], and Habel 
and Kreowski [12]. At the end of this section we show that Habel and Kreowski’s 
hyperedge replacement systems are equivalent to H-grammars in the generating point 
of view. In the last section we give answers to a few classical decidability questions 
concerning hypermap grammars and H-grammars. 
This paper is an extended version of [2.5]. For some technical results, we shall omit 
or simply outline the proofs, the details of which can be found in [24]. 
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1. Basic definitions 
In this work we shall denote by [ni , n2] the set { rrl, n, + 1, . . . , n2 >. Let B be a finite 
set; a permutation /I acting on B is a bijection from B to itself. A cycle of /I is a sequence 
(bl,bz,...,b,)ofelementsfromBsuch thatpbk=bl andV’i~[l,k-l],Bbi=bi+,; the 
set (b,, . . . , bk} is called an orbit of /I. Let A be a subset of B; the permutation induced 
by A from B, denoted by /Ital is the permutation acting on A defined by: VEA, 
&A1u=/Iku, where k is the smallest positive integer such that fikag.4. Let C be a set 
containing B; the natural extension of /? to C, denoted by ext&l) is the permutation 
acting on C defined by: VCEC, if CEB, then extJ/?)c = /?c, else ext,(B)c = c. Whenever 
the set C is given by context, we shall simply write b to denote extc(B). 
1.1. Example. Let /I be the permutation defined on B = [l, 63 by 
8=(1,3)(2,4,6)(5); 
thus, we have 
Br1,41=(l,3)(2,4) and cxt tl,sl(P)=(l, 3) (2>4>6) (5) (7) (8). 
A hypermup is a triple H = (D, 0, a), where D is a finite set of darts, and o and CI are 
two permutations over D. The orbits of CJ (a) are called the vertices (hyperedges) of the 
hypermap. The orbits of the product permutation CCCJ are called the faces of the 
hypermap. 
The cardinality #D of set D is the order of the hypermap. We call the number of 
darts belonging to a vertex (hyperedge, face) as its degree. A vertex and a hyperedge 
are said to be incident if they have at least one dart in common. 
If the group G,, generated by (a, cc) is transitive, we say the hypermap H is 
connected (i.e. Vdl, d,ED, 3z~G,, such that dl =~d~). A hypermap H =(D, 0, tl) is 
called a map if and only if the permutation CI is a fixpoint-free involution (i.e. VdeD, 
ad #d and a2d = d): all the hyperedges (which actually become edges) are then of 
degree 2. 
Let H = (D, c, a) be a hypermap, and do and d,, two darts of D; a chain from do to d, 
is a sequence do, dl, . . . , d, of darts such that Vie[l, p], di=adi_ 1 or di=adi- 1. Thus, 
a hypermap is connected if and only if for every pair (d, d’) of darts, there exists a chain 
from d to d’. Moreover, the relation W defined on D by dBd’ iff there exists a chain 
from d to d’ is an equivalence relation. Let C be an equivalence class of SS?‘; the 
hypcrmap (C, %I~ qcJ is a connected component of H. We shall denote by CC(H) the 
set of all the connected components of H. The genus of a connected hypermap H is 
the quantity 
g(H)= I++[ #D-z(o)-Z(E)-z(w)], 
where for any permutation p, z(p) denotes the number of cycles of /I. The genus of 
a general hypermap is then 
g(H)=max{g(C) I CgCC(H)}. 
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A hypermap with genus zero is said to be planar. Thus, a hypermap is planar if and 
only if each of its connected components is planar. 
1.2. Example. Figure 2 shows a hypermap H defined by 
(1) D=Cl,U; 
(2) 0 = (1,2) (3,4,5,6) (798); 
(3) a = (1,3,6) (Z57) (4,f9. 
Vertices of H are drawn as double circles with darts on their circumferences; for 
vertices and hyperedges, positive orientation has been chosen as clockwise. The faces 
of hypermap H are given by the permutation cw =( 1,5) (2,3,8) (4,7) (6). This hyper- 
map is planar, as we have 
g(H)=1++[8-3-3-4]=0. 
A hypergraph [3] is a pair K =( V, E), where Vis a finite set of vertices and E a finite 
set of edges. An edge is a family e = { ul, . . . , II,} of elements from V(note that the same 
vertex may appear twice or more). Let K = ( V’, E) be a hypergraph; without loss of 
generality, one can suppose that each vertex v of V belongs to at least one edge e of E. 
From K, we define a set D of darts as follows. For any vertex u and any edge e incident 
to v, let k be the number of occurrences of u in e; then we define k darts denoted by 
<v,e> r, . . . , (v, e)k. Thus, V and E induce two partitions of D whose classes are 
associated with the vertices and the edges, respectively, of K. By giving an arbitrary 
order to each of these classes, we define two permutations over D. Let cr and c1 denote 
these two permutations; we shall say that the hypermap H = (D, CT, CL) is a representa- 
tion of hypergraph K. 
1.3. Remark. Giving an arbitrary order to the above classes consists, in fact, in 
choosing a particular drawing of the hypergraph K. Thus, the hypermap H we have 
obtained depicts the topological representation of K that we have chosen. 
1.4. Example. Figure 3 shows a hypergraph K (a) and a hypermap H (b), which is 
a representation of K. 
Fig. 2. 
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(b) 
Fig. 3. 
(cl 
Conversely, let H = (D, 0, E) be a hypermap; the underlying hypergraph Und(H) of 
hypermap H is built in the following way. Orbits of 0 are the vertices of Und(H); the 
edges are obtained from the orbits of CI by replacing every dart by the vertex it belongs 
to. If H is a connected hypermap, the underlying hypergraph Und(H) is clearly 
connected. The underlying hypergraph of a map is a graph. The underlying hyper- 
graph of a planar hypermap is planar, but a hypermap which is a representation of 
a planar hypergraph is not necessarily planar. Figure 3(c) shows a nonplanar repre- 
sentation of hypergraph K from Fig. 3(a). 
Let C be a nonempty finite set of labels. A labelled hypermap over C is a 4-tuple 
H = (D, g, a, 2) such that H = (D, CT, a) is a hypermap and j_, a mapping from D to C, 
called the labellingfunction. The set of all labelled hypermaps over C will be denoted 
by WI. A hypermap language is then a subset of W1. Let H,=(D1,aI,cl,,iv,) and 
H2 =(D2, 02, a2, 2,) be two labelled hypermaps. We say that HI and H2 are isomor- 
phic, denoted by HI rr Hz, if there exists a bijection /J from D1 to D2 such that 
az=~zl~-‘, cr,=,~~a,p-‘, E.,=J_,p-‘. For such hypermaps, we shall write 
H2=pH1. 
Let H = (D, CT, r, 1.) be a labelled hypermap, and A, a subset of D; the hypermap 
induced by A from H, denoted by H CAI, is the hypermap H’ = (D’, o’, CL’, I,‘) defined by 
D’= A, &=qAl, c.t’=r.~,~~ and jV’=jeIA (where for any mapping f; hA denotes the 
restriction off to set A). Let HI and H2 be two labelled hypermaps. We shall say that 
H2 is a subhypermap of HI if and only if there exists a subset AI of D1 such that 
Hz=HitA,,. 
The combinatorial product of two labelled hypermaps, defined in the sequel, will 
enable us to algebraically express the hypermap rewriting mechanism. Let 
HI =(D1,~l,ctl,j_l) and H2=(D,,02,r2,3ti2) be two labelled hypermaps (DI and D2 
not necessarily disjoint). We define the hypermap H = HI o Hz as follows. 
D=D,uD,,a=~,o,,a=x,a,,andifd~D,,thenId=~,d,else~d=i,d.Notethatif 
D1 and D2 are disjoint, hypermap H will be made of two disjoint copies of HI and Hz. 
1.5. Example. Let HI be the labelled hypermap defined by [see Fig. 4(a)] 
Di=(l>2,3},~,=(1)(2)(3), ~~,=(1,2,3)andVd~D,,~~,d=a,andH,[seeFig.4(b)]by 
Dz = { 2,3,4,5}, ~2 = (234) (37% z2=(2)(3)(4,5) and VdeD2, &d=b. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 4 
Cc) 
Thus, hypermap H = HI o H2 [see Fig. 4(c)] is obtained as follows: 
l D=D+&={1,2,3,4,5}, 
l a=01az=(1)(2,4)(3,5), 
l cc=a1az=(1,2,3)(4,5), 
l EV1=i.2=A3=a, 24=15=b. 
Let H be a labelled hypermap; we shall denote by H - ’ the hypermap defined 
by H-l=(D,o-l,cr-l,i). Note that H-’ is the unique hypermap such that 
H o H _ ’ = I,, with I ;, = (D, Id, Id, i.), where Id denotes the identity over D (hypermap 
H - ’ may be viewed as hypermap H but with counterclockwise orientation). 
One of the main interests in the combinatorial representation of hypergraphs lies in 
the homogeneity of the definition: all the elementary components of hypergraphs (i.e. 
vertices, hyperedges and faces) are defined, in the same way, as a permutation acting 
on a set of darts. This representation has proven to be very suitable for implementa- 
tion (see e.g. [17]). Moreover, the symmetry of the components’ definition allows us to 
transpose very easily any notion to a dual one: e.g. the rewriting systems described in 
Section 4 and based on hyperedge rewriting can be transposed to another model 
based on node rewriting by a slight modification of the corresponding definitions. 
In many applications using graphs or hypergraphs, even in some graph rewriting 
models, people need to define a total order on the edges issuing from the vertices (or 
on the vertices incident to a hyperedge, see e.g. [2,12]); so, they enlarge the classical 
definition of graphs by adding some extra information (generally as a word over E*, 
or V*) to handle this order, or by using an adequate numbering of the edges incident 
to each vertex (they, in fact, redefine the concept of dart that we are using). By working 
with combinatorial hypermaps, that kind of extra information is always available, 
although we may or may not use it (if we are interested only in the underlying 
structure of the hypergraph). 
Combinatorial hypermaps are defined without any notion of orientation, but this 
concept can be carried out by using a set of labels C=(Cin, Co”,), with Cinn C,,, =(d, 
such that each dart with a label from Ci” (C,,,) corresponds to a source (target) dart. 
Combinatorial maps (hypermaps) can obviously be used to model any complex 
object usually depicted as a graph (hypergraph), such as Petri nets, chemical mole- 
cules, databases, etc., but they become a suitable tool whenever the order of the edges 
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around a given vertex plays an essential role in the definition of the object; it is, 
namely, the case for flow diagrams, functional expressions (the order of the edges is 
related to the order of the parameters), circuit diagrams (connections of the different 
elements are located on given pins), and all applications concerned with picture 
processing. 
2. Hypermap grammars 
In this section we introduce the concept of hypermap grammar based on a strictly 
combinatorial formulation of the rewriting mechanism. 
2.1. Definition. A hypermap grammar is a 4-tuple G = (C, A, P, Z), where C is a finite 
nonempty set (the total alphabet). A is a proper subset of C (the terminal alphabet), 
PC W, x Wz is the set of productions and ZEW~ is the axiom. 
Let p=(L, R) be a production; the hypermap L (R) is called left-hand side (right- 
hand side) of production p and is denoted by LHS(p) (RHS(p)). In order to simplify 
the derivation concept, we shall assume that DL c D, (we do not allow “erasing” 
productions: in each derivation step, all darts will be preserved). 
2.2. Definition. Let G = (C, A, P, Z) be a hypermap grammar; a derivation step is 
a 5-tuple (H, p, p, 5, H’) such that 
(2.2.1) H = (D, CT, LX, A) and H’ = (D’, o’, CC’, 2’) are two labelled hypermaps; 
(2.2.2) p = (L, R) is a production of P; 
(2.2.3) p is an injective mapping from DL to D such that pL is a subhypermap of H; 
(2.2.4) r is a bijection from DR to D’\DupDL such that 5tor3 =p; 
(2.2.5) H’= (R o pL -’ o H. 
We shall say that H directly derives H’ and denote it by HH~,~ H’. Whenever the 
values of p and p are of no importance we shall simply write H-H’. 
Interpretation. The rewriting of H onto H’ by applying production p = (L, R) may be 
decomposed in the following way: 
Step I: Find an occurrence ,uL of LHS(p) in H (condition 2.2.3). 
Step 2: Define a bijection 4 which associates each dart d of DL with the dart ,ud of 
occurrence pL and each dart d’ of DR\DL with itself. 
Step 3: H’ is then obtained by the combinatorial product (R o PL -I o H. This 
product can be interpreted as follows: 
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(i) pL - ’ o H: “isolate” in H each dart of pL; 
(ii) <R o (pL - ’ o H): “glue” different portions together using the scheme given by 
RHW). 
Note that according to the choice of 5, we obtain different hypermaps which are 
isomorphic. 
2.3. Example. Figure 5 shows a production p and two hypermaps H and H’ such that 
HHH’ by applying production p (hypermap pL -I 0 H is given as an intermediate 
step of the derivation). 
2.4. Definition. Let G = ( C, A, P, Z) be a hypermap grammar, and H = (D, (T, a, 1%) and 
H’ = (D’, cr’, a’, A’), two labelled hypermaps; we shall say that H derives H’, denoted by 
H AH’, if either H = H’ or there exists a sequence H,,, HI,. . . , H, of hypermaps such 
that Ho=H, H,=H’ and ViE[l,t], Hi_lHHi. 
The language generated by grammar G is then the set 
L(G)={HEW~I~H~EW~,Z~H~ and H-HI}. 
production P = (L,R) 
H H' q tD a /IL-' Q H 
Fig. 5. 
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We define HA-language as any subset L of Wd such that there exists a hypermap 
grammar G satisfying L(G)= L. We shall denote by [LW, the set of all HA-languages. 
We now show that hypermap grammars satisfy a property, called associativity 
in [7]. 
2.5. Theorem. Let H be a hypermap, and p = (L, R) and p’ = (L’, R’) be two productions 
such that R+,,#l?. Then, if hypermap H is such that 
H+P,lr H’+p, H”, 
we have 
H+hlrl? and HNH”, 
where ji is the production dejined by j=(L, l?). 
- - 
Proof. One can check that if (H,p,p,&H’), (H’,p’,p’,4’,H”), (H,j,p,&H) and 
(R, p’, v, 9, l?> are the corresponding derivation steps, we have 5’5H = <“fi. 0 
In Section 4 we shall define a subclass of hypermap grammars which will addition- 
ally satisfy the property of confluence and, hence, obtain a class of context-free 
hypermap grammars in the sense of [7]. 
An essential characteristic of this model is that the number of created darts (and, 
consequently, the number of new vertices or edges) when applying a production does 
not depend on the hypermap which is rewritten. Some models of graph grammars do 
not satisfy this property: in the NLC model of Janssens et al. [14], the number of new 
edges depends on the degree of the rewritten vertex (more exactly, on the number of its 
neighbours with a given label). 
Hence, our model would be able to simulate that kind of rewriting rules only if the 
rewriting system generates graphs with bounded degree (which is decidable [ 131) and 
if it contains no erasing productions (in terms of edges or vertices). 
Hypermap grammars are closely related to models in which the number of created 
components depends only on the rule which is applied. It is, namely, the case for the 
algebraic approach of Ehrig [9] (without erasing productions), the equational ap- 
proach of Bauderon and Courcelle [2], and the hyperedge replacement systems of 
Habel and Kreowski [12] (see Section 4). 
3. Examples 
In this section we illustrate the previous concepts by providing two hypermap 
grammars which generate the set of all planar maps with only one vertex, and the set 
of all connected planar maps. In what follows, we shall identify unlabelled hypermaps 
and hypermaps labelled with only one letter. Edges will be drawn as simple curves as it 
is usual to do for graphs. 
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3.1. Example. (planar maps with only one vertex). Let us consider the grammar 
G=(C,A,P,Z) defined by 
(1) C=A={a}; 
(2) P= {p> with p=(L, R) given by Fig. 6; 
(3) axiom Z as shown in Fig. 7. 
a 
a 6 1 -CD l2 3 a 
a 
Fig. 6. 
a 
1 al 2 
a 
Fig. 7. 
Let M be a planar map with only one vertex; applying production p consists in 
choosing a dart d in M and adding a loop made of the two darts created by p (this loop 
“follows”, in the sense of permutation 0, dart d in the resulting hypermap M’). 
Applying p clearly preserves planarity and the number of vertices. Moreover, we have 
the following proposition. 
3.2. Proposition. L(G) is exactly the set of all planar maps with only one vertex. 
Figure 8 shows an example of derivation sequence (darts marked with l denote 
darts of occurrence pL, dotted edges denote created edges). 
Fig. 8 
3.3. Example. (connected planar maps). Let us consider the grammar G = (C, A, P, Z) 
defined by 
(1) C={a,b}, A=(a); 
(2) P= {pl, . ,p5}, where pl, . . . ,ps are given by Fig. 9; 
(3) axiom Z as shown in Fig. 10. 
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b 
P: 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
Productions p1 and pz generate the two only connected planar maps of order 
2 (label b ensures applicability of these productions in the first step only). Production 
p3 (from the preceding example) is intended to add loops on a given vertex. Finally, 
productions p4 and ps allow us to cut off a vertex in two parts joined by a new edge 
(production ps (p4) is used when the two darts indicating the scission axis are joined 
(not joined) by an edge). 
3.4. Proposition. L(G) is exactly the set of all connected planar maps. 
Figure 11 shows an example of derivation sequence applied to the map from the 
previous example (dotted lines denote axis of scission). Note that one can easily extend 
this grammar to generate all planar maps (not necessarily connected) by adding 
a production which creates a new connected component isomorphic to axiom 2. 
Cacciari [4] has generalized this example to generate all hypermaps with a given 
genus. 
Fig. 11. 
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A usual way to establish a classification of graph grammar productions is to restrict 
the form of the left- and/or right-hand sides in order to obtain a significant hierarchy 
of classes of graph languages. 
In this section we deal with a particular subclass of hypermap grammars, called 
H-grammars, based upon hyperedge rewriting, which defines an infinite hierarchy of 
hypermap languages by considering the hyperedge degrees of the generated hyper- 
maps (note that a system based on vertex rewriting could easily be obtained as a dual 
form of H-grammars). We show that these grammars may be viewed as context-free 
hypermap grammars, and exhibit a pumping theorem which generalizes a classical 
result from formal language theory. Then, we discuss the links between hypermap 
languages generated by H-grammars and hypergraph languages generated by Habel 
and Kreowski’s hyperedge replacement systems [12]. We shall use in this section 
a ranked alphabet C and denote the rank function by r: C+-+N -{O}. This alphabet 
enables us to introduce the concept of H-hypermap which is essential in the definition 
of H-grammars. 
4.1. Definition. An H-hypermap is a hypermap H =(D, 0, CI, 3,) satisfying that for any 
hyperedge C in H, for any dart d in C, TAd = k, where k is the degree of hyperedge C. 
Thus, the degree of any hyperedge in a H-hypermap is given by the label of any of its 
darts. 
4.2. Definition. A hypermap grammar G = (E, A, P, Z) is an H-grammar iff 
(4.2.1) Z is an H-hypermap; 
(4.2.2) for any production p = (L, R) we have 
l L and R are H-hypermaps, 
l c(~ is a circular permutation (L is made of one hyperedge only), 
. gR[D,, = OL. 
. . 
The condition oRtD,, =(T~ prohibits us from cutting off or gluing the vertices of 
a rewritten hypermap. The valuation of C (and the concept of H-hypermap) ensures 
the rewriting of full hyperedges. 
As in the general case, we define notions of derivation step, derivation sequence and 
generated language of an H-grammar (note that all generated hypermaps are H- 
hypermaps). We define HH,-language as any subset L of Wd such that there exists an 
H-grammar G satisfying L(G) = L. The set of all HHd -languages is denoted by WWA. 
4.3. Example. Let G= (C, A, P,Z) be the grammar defined by 
(1) zY={(a,b}, ra=4, Tb=2; 
(2) A=(b); 
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(3) P = { pl, pz}, where pl, p2 are given by Fig. 12; 
(4) 2 as the H-hypermap in Fig. 13. 
The set of hypermaps (which are actually maps) generated by grammar G is then 
depicted in Fig. 14. 
1 b b b 
b 
2 
b 
b 
P1 : a a > 
b 
b 
b 
a 
1 
2 
Pz : a 
+ 
a 
4 
3 
a 
0 
0 0 0 > 0 
b b-b 3 
b b 
b b 
Fig. 12. 
a 
a 
+ 
a 
a 
Fig. 13. 
0 0 0 
a1 0 0 0 0 
Fig. 14. 
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The following lemma shows that the rewriting mechanism of H-grammars is strictly 
local and does not affect the context of the rewritten occurrences. 
4.4. Lemma. Let G = (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar, (H, p, ,u, 5, H’), a derivation step 
and CO, the hyperedge of H rewritten by production p. Then every hyperedge C of H, 
distinct from CO, remains unchanged in H’ and we have H[cl = HIcl (the shape of C is 
preserved). 
Proof. Let c(H = c(~ CO and p = (L, R). 
Thus MH’ = agR 0 c(~;~,~ 0 cl0 Co = CX,~~ 0 a,. As c(<~ and a0 act over disjoint sets, every 
hyperedge in H distinct from Co is clearly preserved in H’. Similarly, we have 
OH’ = o<R ’ (TH;Cal ’ OH. As agR and IS;;,~, act over sets disjoint from C, we obtain 
aH[cl = aH’[cl and, finally, HI,-, = H;cl (as the labels of the darts of C remain un- 
changed). 0 
This lemma induces the following corollary. 
4.5. Corollary. Let G = (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar; then, we have 
(H,,-1 HEW,, Z&H, C hyperedge of H} 
N { Zlcl 1 C hyperedge of Z 1 u { Reel 1 (L, R)E P, C hyperedge of R} . 
Note: Let L, and L2 be two sets of hypermaps; by L1 II L2 we mean 
~ VH1~L,, 3H2~L2, H2=Hl; 
~ VH2~L2, 3H1~L,, H, =H2. 
Thus, every hyperedge in a hypermap derived from Z is of bounded degree (with 
respect to the hyperedge degree), and the maximal degree is an integer k. depending 
on grammar G only. Hence, we obtain a strict hierarchy of H-grammars by consider- 
ing the maximal degree of the hyperedges appearing in the right-hand sides of the 
productions. 
4.6. Remark. To avoid any ambiguity when rewriting a given hypermap we shall use 
the alphabet C x [l, k,], where k, is the value introduced hereabove. Moreover, by 
using techniques from formal language theory, we can give any H-grammar G in 
a normal form satisfying the following statement: 
every hyperedge C of axiom Z or right-hand side R of a production p can be 
given as C=(c,, c2, . ,ck) such that 
(i) rrl ic, = . ..=nr.lxk=a such that aEC and za=k, 
(ii) if C’=(c;,c;, . . . ,c;) is another such hyperedge of the same degree as 
C but of different shape (i.e. c tcl#~tc.I), then we have n,/lcI #rrlE,c;, 
(iii) rr2;Ici = i, for any i in [l, k], 
where 7c1 and 7r2 denote projections on first and second components, 
respectively. 
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We assume from now that alphabet C is such that every H-grammar G can be given 
in normal form. For every hyperedge in a hypermap derived from the axiom, 
the labels of its darts determine not only its degree but also its shape: #C represents 
the number of different hyperedge shapes one may encounter in hypermaps of an 
HH-language. 
The following lemma indicates that H-grammars satisfy a property of 
Church-Kosser type, called the confluence property in [7]. 
4.7. Lemma. Let G= (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar, H =(D, CT, a, 2) be an H-hyper- 
map, and p1 and pz be two productions which may be applied to H over two distinct 
hyperedges C1 and C2; we know (Lemma 4.4) that if H directly derives HI (HI) by 
application of p1 (p2), then p2 (pI) can be applied in HI (H2) to the same hyperedge C2 
(C, ). Moreover, we have 
if H++p,H1wgzH12 and HH~~H~H~,H~~, then H12~H21. 
Proof. Let Hi=(Di,ai,ui, E.i) for iE{ 1,2,12,21} be the considered hypermaps and 
W,PI,P~,~~,HI), <HI,P~,PI~,~I~,HIz~ (KP~,Puz,LH~), <H~,P~,P~~,~~I,HzI), 
the associated derivation steps. 
(1) We have a=cr,,ClC2. Thus, 
Similarly, 
g21 =ff<z,R,oC(<zR~o No. 
Let v be the mapping from D12 to DzI given by 
vd=<215;1d if dESIR,, 
vd=5251-21d if dE512R2, 
vd=d otherwise. 
Therefore, we have clzl = vcl12. 
(2) We have 
cl=fl<l RI "~[~~]"~, 
ff21 =c5z,R, "b,C:,'~52R2'O,C:1'O. 
As C[C~I> ~[c~I~ c<~~R~ and oCzR2 act over disjoint sets, we obtain 021 = ~0~2 
(3) We have clearly A2rv=j1r2 and, finally H2r=vH12. 0 
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In our pumping theorem, we shall use the following construction, based on 
the concept of elk-pointed hypermaps, to describe the combinatorial structure of 
HH-languages. 
4.8. Definition. A crk-pointed hypermap is a Stuple H = (D, c~, LX, 1, A), where (D, O, a, 2) 
is a H-hypermap and A, a sequence of k distinct darts a,, . . . , uk such that (al, . . . , ak) is 
a hyperedge and x2 GUI = i, ViE [ 1, k]. 
4.9. Definition. Let H = (D, U, LX, 1, A) be a c(k -pointed hypermap, H’ = (D’, CJ’, a’, 1’) 
a hypermap such that D’n D = @, and E = (el , . . . , ek), a sequence of k distinct darts of 
H’. We call x-fusion along E of hypermaps H and H’, denoted by F,(H, H’, E), the 
hypermap defined over (D u D’)\E by 
F,(H, H’,E)=tH’o H[;; o H, 
where 5 is the mapping from D’ to (D’uA)\E defined by 
VdeD’, if d=ei then td=ai, 
else td=d. 
This operation is only a slightly different formulation of the hyperedge rewriting 
mechanism we have defined, as shown in the following proposition. 
4.10. Proposition. Let G = (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar, p = (L, R), a production such 
that # DL = k, and (H, p, p, 5, H’), a derivation step; then we have 
H’=F,(& H’, [l, k]), 
where ti is the @,-pointed hypermap dejined by E?=(H,(p(l), . . . ,,u(k))). 
Proof. This result is directly obtained from the definition of a derivation step. 0 
This proposition can be generalized by induction on the length of the derivation 
sequence and we obtain the following proposition. 
4.11. Proposition. Let G = (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar, H, a hypermap such that 
Z?+H, and C, a hyperedge of H. Let H’ = H[,-,; thus, we have for every derivation 
sequence of the following form, 
with ViE[l, n- 11, if Ci is the hyperedge rewritten in step HiH Hi+l, then 
HIC~I =H~c~,~,~ (Ci . zssuing from hyperedge C rewritten in step HHH~), the derivation 
sequence 
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obtained by applying the same productions to the same hyperedges (they all have C as 
a common ancestor within H) is such that 
H,=F,(H,H,:,C). 
The notion we introduce now allows us to generalize to hypermaps the concept of 
concatenation from formal language theory. 
4.12. Definition. Let H=(l),, cH,uH,&,, AH) and M=(DM,oM,aM, A,,A,) be two 
~-pointed hypermpas and E, = el , . . . , ek, a sequence of k distinct darts of M. For any 
integer n>O, we define the cc,-pointed hypermap H,=Iter(H, M, E,, n) as follows: 
(i) HO=H; 
(ii) H1=(D1,~l,ccl,~“l,A1), with 
(D,,al,al,~“,)=F,(Ho,M,E,)=5,M~HoIfi,,~H, and A1=S1&; 
(iii) for every t 3 1, H,=Iter(H,_ 1, M, EM, 1). Hypermap H (M) is called the base 
(pattern) of the iteration. 
4.13. Example. Figure 15 shows two hypermaps H and M (with A = (al, a2, a3} and 
E = { el, e2, e3)) and the two first corresponding iterations HI =Iter(H, M, EM, 1) and 
Hz = Iter(H, M, E,, 2). 
base H pattern M 
Iter(H,M,E,,l) 
Fig. 15. 
Iter(H,M,E,,2) 
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4.14. Theorem (pumping theorem). Let G= (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar such that 
L(G) is infinite. Then, there exist two positive integers K1 and K, satisfying the 
following statement: 
for every hypermap H in L(G) such that # DH > K,, there exists a positive 
integer k, a base X and a pattern M, an H-hypermap Y and a sequence EY of 
k distinct darts of Y such that 
(4.14.1) #Dw+ #&<Kz; 
(4.14.2) #DM>k; 
(4.14.3) H=F,(lter(X,M,E,, I), Y,E,), 
(4.14.4) Vn30, F,(Jter(X, M, EMM,n), Y, E,)eL(G). 
This situation is depicted in Figure 16. Theorem 4.14 induces the following 
corollary. 
Fig. 16. 
4.15. Corollary. Let G= (C, A, P, Z) be an H-grammar such that L(G) is infinite; let 
NB(G)= {nEN 1 ~HEL(G), #DH=n}. Then, there exist integers n, and k such that 
Vi>n,, [i,i+k]nNB(G)#Q). 
Proof. This result is obvious by setting no = K1 and k = K,. 0 
This corollary enables us to state that there exist hypermap families that are not 
HH-languages. It is, namely, the case for the following example. 
4.16. Example. The set of all hypermaps of Fig. 17 (grids with hyperedges of degree 
four) cannot be generated by an H-grammar (vertices are simply drawn as dots). 
Fig. 17. 
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We now recall the concept of hyperedge replacement systems introduced by Habel 
and Kreowski [12] in order to show that this model can be considered as equivalent, 
in a sense which will be made precise, to the concept of H-grammars. 
In order to simplify the notations and to facilitate the comparison, we shall simply 
consider nondirected hypergraphs and introduce the sequential version of hyperedge 
replacement systems. 
4.17. Definition. Let C denote a fixed-label alphabet. 
(a) A hypergraph over C is a system (V, E, $,1), where V is a set of nodes, E, a set of 
hyperedges, 4 : E+ V *, a mapping assigning a sequence of nodes 4(e) to each 
hyperedge eE E, and 1: E+C, the labelling function (only the hyperedges are labelled). 
We shall denote by 4(e) [i] the ith vertex of 4(e) and by Zc the set of all hypergraphs 
over C. 
(b) A hyperedge eEE of a hypergraph ( V, E, 4,l) is called an m-edge for some VE N if 
4(e) has length m. The integer m is the type of e, denoted by type(e). 
(c) A multipointed hypergraph over C is a system H=( VH, EH, &, lH,srcH), where 
the first four components define a hypergraph over C and srcHg V*, a word of 
pairwise distinct vertices. H is said to be of type k if srcH has length k. We shall denote 
by 2$(k) the set of all multipointed hypergraphs over C of type k. 
(d) Let H be a multipointed hypergraph of type k with srcH =sl . . . sk. Then 
EXT, = {sl, . , Sk} denotes the set of external nodes; all other nodes are said to be 
internal. 
4.18. Example. Figure 18(a) shows a multipointed hypergraph H = (E, V, c$,l, SK) 
over C={A,B} defined by 
E={e,,e}; 
V={q, . ,2)5}; 
4(el)=UJU4V5 and 4(e2)=u1u2v4v3; 
l(el)=A, l(e2)=B; 
sPc=v~vjv~v~. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 18. 
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Figure 18(b) shows how we can represent hypergraph H by an H-hypermap. Note 
that there exist other representations of this hypergraph; we have chosen the H- 
hypermap which depicts the drawing of Fig. 18(a); the labels of the darts are given in 
order to satisfy the condition discussed in Remark 4.6. 
4.19. Definition. A replacement rule over C is a pair p = (A, K) where AE C and K is 
a multipointed hypergraph over C. The type of rule p is given by the type of the 
right-hand side K. 
Let H and H’ be two hypergraphs of Zc; let e0 be a hyperedge of H such that 
l(eO) = A and type(eo) = type(p). Then we say that H directly derives H’ by applying 
replacement rule p to the hyperedge eo, denoted by HJ,,~~ H’, if and only if H’ is 
isomorphic to the hypergraph X = (Ex, Vx, 4x, 1x, six) obtained as follows: 
0 Ex=E,--{eo}+EK; 
0 V,= VH+( V,-EXT,); 
a 4x: Ex+ Vx is given by 
4x(e)= &f(e) if egE,--{eo}, 
&de)=image*(dk(e)) otherwise; 
l srcx = src,; 
where 
l symbol+(-) denotes the disjoint union (set-theoretic difference) of sets; 
a image: V,+ VH is the mapping defined by 
image(u) = v if v$srclc, 
image(u)=4(eo)[i] if u = srcK [i] ; 
l for a mapping]: A+B,f*: A*+B* is defined byf*(a, . . . ak)=f(al) . ..f(a.J for all 
k~fI and a,EA (i= 1, . . ,k). 
As usual, we shall say that a hypergraph H derives a hypergraph H’, denoted by 
H $ H’, if and only if there exists a sequence of hypergraphs HI, Hz, . . . , H, such that 
4.20. Example. Let us consider the replacement rule p=(B, H), where H is the 
hypergraph of Figure 18. Figure 19 shows two hypergraphs H and H’ such that 
H=>,H’. 
4.21. Definition. A hyperedge replacement system is a system X=(C, A, P,Z), where 
C is a finite nonempty set of labels (the total alphabet), A G C is the terminal alphabet, 
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Fig. 19. 
P is the set of replacement rules and ZE_%?~ is a hypergraph with only one hyperedge 
(the axiom of the system). 
Then, the hypergraph language generated by X is the set 
L(X)={HES~IZSH}. 
We shall denote by _?YflA the set of all hypergraph languages over A generated by 
a hyperedge replacement system. 
4.22. Remark. As for H-grammars, hyperedge replacement systems generate hyper- 
graph languages with bounded hyperedge degrees. One essential difference is that in 
HH-languages, two hyperedges with the same degree but with different shapes cannot 
be labelled by the same label (this constraint does not occur within Habel and 
Kreowski’s model). In spite of that, these hypergraph languages are the same as those 
obtained by considering the underlying hypergraph languages of HH-languages (i.e. 
the underlying hypergraphs of the generated hypermaps), as stated by the following 
theorem. 
4.23. Theorem. Let A be a set of lube/s, then YsF’~ = Und( W W,). 
Proof. (1) With any hyperedge replacement system X, we can associate an H-gram- 
mar G such that Und(L(G)) = L(X). This can be done by expressing any replacement 
rule of X in terms of hypermap productions. As in hyperedge replacement systems we 
have no restriction on the shape of a hyperedge with a given label, several hypermap 
productions will correspond to each replacement rule of X (one for each possible 
shape). For example, Fig. 20 shows two productions corresponding to the replace- 
ment rule of Example 4.19 (new labels are used to carry out the different possible 
shapes). 
(2) Conversely, for any H-grammar G, one can construct a hyperedge replacement 
system X such that L(X)= Und(L(G)). This can be done by expressing each hyper- 
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production 1 : 
production 2 : 
B:3 
B:2 
cl A 
Fig. 20. 
> 
Fig. 21 
map production in terms of hypergraphs as shown by Fig. 21. Note that the right- 
hand side hypergraph is not connected due to the fact that src must be composed of 
pairwise distinct vertices (vertices o1 and u3 will be identified in the derivation step, as 
the first and fourth vertices of the replaced hyperedge will necessarily be the 
same). 0 
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5. Some decidability results 
In this section we deal with some classical decidability questions concerning 
hypermap grammars and H-grammars. 
5.1. Theorem. Given an arbitrary hypermap grammar G and a hypermap H, it ,is 
decidable whether or not L(G) contains H. 
Proof. This result is quite obvious as no production in a hypermap grammar de- 
creases the number of darts. 0 
We now provide a construction which enables us to simulate any Turing machine 
T by a hypermap grammar. We first need to represent a word on a given alphabet 
A by a labelled hypermap. This can be done by using the following representation, 
using the alphabet AuAu { #, # ‘}, with #, # ‘#A; 2 is a disjoint copy of A, which is 
used to simulate the left-right orientation. 
5.2. Definition. A labelled hypermap H of the form shown in Fig. 22 is called a string 
hypermap. The word represented by this hypermap is defined by W(H)= Z1 l2 . . . 1,. 
5.3. Theorem. Every Turing machine T can be simulated by a hypermap grammar GT. 
Proof. (1) Let T be a Turing machine with set of states Q and with input alphabet 
A (where w denotes the blank symbol). Then we define grammar GT = (C,, AT, PT, Z,) 
as 
ET=AT=(Au( #, #‘})x(Qu{*,$}) with #, #‘$A and *,$$Q. 
Suppose machine T is in state 4, reading letter b. This situation is coded by the 
string hypermap shown in Fig. 23 (symbol * indicates that machine T is not reading 
the letter associated with it). 
(2) P is a set of productions which simulate any behaviour of T in the following 
way. Suppose T is in state q, read letter b, write letter c and move one letter left in state 
q’. We construct the productions shown in Fig. 24, which holds for any letter z in A, 
and in Fig. 25, which is used when machine T reaches the end of the current tape. 
When machine T halts, we rewrite its current position using the special symbol $. 
(3) ZT is the string hypermap coding the input of T as shown above. 0 
&b---$) 
Fig. 22. 
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a,* a,* b,q b,q a,* ?i,X b,* b,U b,* b,* 
. . . . . . 
Fig. 23. 
b,q z,q’ Z,q’ c,* C,* 
> 
Fig. 24. 
# b,q b, 9 # w, q’ W>S’ c,* C,* 
G+----e - 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
Fig. 25. 
This construction enables us to state the following theorem. 
5.4. Theorem. Given an arbitrary hypermap grammar G, it is undecidable whether or 
not 
(1) L(G) contains only maps; 
(2) L(G) contains only planar hypermaps; 
(3) L(G) contains only connected hypermaps; 
(4) there exists a hypermap of L(G) which contains a given hypermap H as a sub- 
hypermap; 
(5) L(G) is of bounded degree (with respect to the vertex degrees). 
Proof. It suffices to construct a hypermap grammar G’ from grammar G of Theorem 
3.3 by adding new productions of the form shown in Fig. 26, which holds for any letter 
2,s 2,$ 
0 
1 2 
> Hypermap D 
Fig. 26. 
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z in A, and where D is 
(1) a hypermap which is not a map; 
(2) a nonplanar hypermap (e.g. a representation of K,); 
(3) a nonconnected hypermap; 
(4) the given hypermap H; 
(5) the hypermap in Fig. 27, which allows the creation of a “star” growing ad 
libitum. 
Fig. 27. 
Then, the answer to the above questions is no if and only if one of the new 
productions can be applied. Clearly, it happens only if machine T stops, which is 
undecidable. 0 
The notion of string hypermap is a suitable tool to simulate context-sensitive 
Chomsky grammar, as shown by the following theorem. 
5.5. Theorem. For every context-sensitive Ckomsky grammar G, one can construct 
a kypermap grammar c suck that L(G)= { W(H) 1 Iid(G 
Proof. Let G = (S, D, R, z), where S is the total alphabet, D, the terminal alphabet, R, 
the set of production rules and z, the axiom. Any rule r of R has the form uav+u/Iv, 
with U, VES*, CZES- D and /IES*- {E}. 0 ne can construct grammar G by expressing 
any rule r of R in terms of string hypergraphs. Cl 
As the emptiness problem is undecidable for general context-sensitive grammars, 
we obtain the following corollary. 
5.6. Corollary. Given an arbitrary kypermap grammar G, it is undecidable whether or 
not L(G) is empty. 
We now investigate some decidability problems concerning H-grammars. We first 
give a construction which associates with each hypermap H-grammar G a context-free 
Chomsky grammar, allowing us to make precise the hyperedge constitution of the 
generated hypermaps. 
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5.7. Definition. Let G= (C, d, P, Z) be an H-grammar given in normal form (see 
Remark 4.6). Thus, each letter of C represents a hyperedge shape. We know that every 
hypermap H generated by this grammar is made of hyperedges El, Ez, . . , E,, whose 
shapes are given by the labels of their darts. We define the hyperedge word of 
hypermap H as 
HW(H)=slsz . . s,, 
where Si is the label of the darts of hyperedge Et. Note that this word is not unique as 
we can order the hyperedges of H in several ways. 
5.8. Theorem. With every H-grammar G = (C, A, P, Z), one can associate a context- 
free Chomsky grammar G such that 
{H W(H) I HEL(G)} =L(G). 
Proof. One can easily see that it suffices to take the context-free grammar - - _ - 
c=(C,A,P,Z) defined by 
l .%=C,d=A, 
l for each production p = (L, R) of P, one constructs the production 
H W(L)-+H W(R) 
(note that H W(L) consists of one letter only); 
l z=HW(Z). 0 
As the emptiness and the finiteness problems are decidable for context-free gram- 
mars, we obtain the following decidability result. 
5.9. Corollary. Given an arbitrary H-grammar G, it is decidable whether or not 
(1) L(G) is empty; 
(2) L(G) is finite. 
Some other questions, known to be undecidable in the general case, become 
decidable for H-grammars. 
5.10. Theorem. Given an arbitrary H-grammar G, it is decidable whether or not 
(1) L(G) contains only maps; 
(2) L(G) contains only connected hypermaps. 
Proof. (1) It suffices to verify that grammar G defined in Theorem 5.8 generates no 
terminal word containing a letter corresponding to a hyperedge of degree one or more 
than two, which is known to be decidable for context-free grammars. 
(2) One can easily show that L(G) contains only connected hypermaps if and only if 
the axiom Z and all the right-hand sides of the productions of grammar G are 
connected. q 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper we have initiated a study of a new graph rewriting model based on 
a topological representation of graphs. The strictly combinatorial expression of both 
the objects we deal with and the rewriting mechanism which acts on them should 
allow us to obtain efficient implementations of this model. 
To extend the generative power of a rewriting system, one of the most classical 
methods is the use of application conditions, which means that a production cannot 
always be applied whenever the left-hand side is found in the host graph but only if, 
additionally, the application condition holds true. We have investigated this kind of 
hypermap grammars in [24] and obtained a tool which enables us to construct, for 
a group given by generators and relations, the set of all words equivalent to the empty 
word. This contribution to the word problem is based on a construction introduced 
by Cori [6], which associates with each such word a planar and connected hypermap. 
Further research directions for investigation seem to be the following. First of all, it 
would be necessary to study more precisely the links between hypermap grammars 
and other models of graph grammars. The study of hyperedge replacement systems in 
Section 4 is a first step in this direction. 
In [ 181, Lienhardt introduces a new kind of combinatorial maps, called V-maps, to 
describe three-dimensional representations of objects (a V-map is made of three permu- 
tations acting on a set of darts); it would be interesting to see whether our model can be 
extended to that kind of maps and to apply it to three-dimensional graphical computing. 
In [4], Cacciari extends our model to infinite hypermaps and defines equations on 
them. This work is closely related to that of Bauderon and Courcelle [l, 21 and is an 
attempt to transpose the main results obtained for hypergraphs to combinatorial 
hypermaps. 
Another natural direction would be to consider parallel rewriting. This can easily be 
done for H-grammars by rewriting all (or some of) the hyperedges in one step, but it 
seems to need very careful considerations to be extended to the general case (general 
hypermap productions allow us to do a lot of “bad things” which can induce some 
side-effects when we apply several productions at the same time). 
Combinatorial hypermaps are only topological representations of hypergraphs. It 
would be interesting to add to them some kind of geometrical informations: this could 
be done by considering attribute hypermap grammars where the geometrical evolu- 
tion of hypermaps would be carried out by these attributes. 
Finally, it would be useful to characterize some classes of hypermap grammars for 
which efficient parsers could be provided. 
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